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In the case of velopharyngeal dysfunction, several forms of resonance disorders 

can occur. Hypernasality occurs due to resonances associated with the nasal cavities 

during the production of oral sounds. The amount of oral or nasal resonance in speech 

can be estimated by using acoustic analysis. Hypernasality is perceived primarily on 

vowel segments. Several acoustic correlates for hypernasality have been reported in 

previous literature. The major changes in the acoustic signal have been observed in the 

vicinity of the first formant (F1). These changes affect the F1’s frequency, bandwidth 

and amplitude (Chen, 1997). An introduction of extra nasal resonances before and after 

F1 was also described (Chen, Janet, Slifka, & Stevens, 2000). 

Most instruments available to assess the velopharyngeal function are hard to 

administer, costly, and involve a degree of invasiveness (Bzoch, 2004). For more 

effective clinical use, it is important to develop a non-invasive and affordable method to 

detect and quantify hypernasality. Existing instruments only provide a binary decision 

indicating the presence or absence of hypernasality. Such measurement fails to 

effectively characterize the range of nasality that is typically seen in patients with cleft 

palate.  
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Acoustic analysis of speech could be an objective tool when it highly correlates 

with perceptual judgments of hypernasality. This work aimed at evaluating the ability of 

the proposed acoustic measure to explain the degree or magnitude of hypernasality in 

patients with cleft palate. This measure is obtained by calculating the difference of the 

amplitude of the highest harmonic closest to the first formant (A1) and the amplitude of 

the highest harmonic closest to the extra peak (Pn). The long term goal of this research 

is to develop a model to predict the degree of nasality in voice. This will help develop 

better tools for assessment and rehabilitation of patients with velopharyngeal 

inadequacy. 

In this dissertation, the acoustic measure was examined in both synthesized 

samples and natural voice recordings of hypernasal speech. Correlations of this 

measure with perceptual ratings were calculated to estimate the reliability of using A1-

Pn to scale hypernasality of speech. The results suggest that A1-Pn is a promising 

measure to detect hypernasality perceptually. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Resonance and Nasalization 

Resonance is a physical phenomenon that modifies the sounds generated by the 

vocal folds. This process is what shapes the quality of the sound that is perceived 

during speech (Bzoch, 2004).  The interaction between the excitation source (the vocal 

folds) and the vocal tract cavities determine resonance (Pruthi, Espy-Wilson, & Story, 

2007). The size and shape of these resonating cavities, namely, the pharyngeal cavity, 

the oral cavity and the nasal cavity, forms the end sound that we hear as speech 

(Bzoch, 2004). Resonance disorders can be of three forms. Hypernasality, the first form, 

occurs when there is a greater coupling of the oral and nasal cavities during the 

production of non-nasal (oral) sounds. The second form is hyponasality, which occurs 

when there is insufficient sound energy resonating in the nasal cavity during the 

production of nasal consonants. Cul de sac resonance is similar to hyponasality, and it 

is due to an anterior obstruction in the nasal cavity. However, in this case the blockage 

results in preventing the sound energy from exiting through the nose while producing 

nasal sounds (Pruthi, Espy-Wilson, & Story, 2007).  

Nasalization occurs when the velum drops to permit coupling between the oral 

and nasal cavities. When this happens, the oral cavity will still provide the major source 

of output but the sound acquires a noticeable nasal characteristic. The sounds that can 

be nasalized are usually vowels, but it can also include semivowels such as /w/ and /j/. 

Vowel nasalization can be generally divided into the following three categories. 

Coarticulatory nasalization; this type is usually observed when nasal consonants take 

place next to vowels. The velopharyngeal port will be somewhat open during part of the 
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vowel that is neighboring the nasal consonant, leading to nasalization of that part of the 

vowel (Bzoch, 2004). The second category is called phonemic nasalization. This feature 

is language specific and it happens when the vowel is not close to a nasal consonant in 

context. In this case the vowel is phonemically or distinctively nasalized as a feature of 

that particular language (Maddieson, 1984). Thus, in such languages minimal pairs of 

words with a difference in the nasalized vowel only could be found. A good example of 

phonemic nasalization can be found in French. The two words beau and bon are a 

minimal pair that differs only in the nasalization of the vowel. If you say [bo] without 

nasalizing the vowel (beau), it means “beautiful”. On the other hand, if you say [bö] with 

nasalizing the vowel (bon), it means “good”, where the sound /n/ is not pronounced in 

the word. Another good example can be found in the Portuguese language. Portuguese 

speakers are also able to contrast nasalized vowels with their oral versions. For 

instance, vi and vim (“I saw” vs “I came”) form a minimal pair. The /m/ sound is not 

produced here; however it adds a strong nasal feature to the vowel preceding it similar 

to the case of the French example (Ladefoged, 1982). Functional nasalization is the 

third category; here nasality is introduced as a result of defects in the functionality of the 

velopharyngeal mechanism. These defects in the velopharyngeal system can be 

anatomical in origin. Cleft palate is an example of coupling of the oral and nasal cavities 

resulting in an inadequate velopharyngeal mechanism. Another example is damage to 

the central nervous system as in cerebral palsy or traumatic brain injury, or damage to 

the peripheral nervous system as the case in Moebius syndrome (Cairns, Hansen, & 

Riski, 1996).  
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Challenges of Detecting Vowel Nasalization 

The exact acoustic characteristics of nasalization may vary with speaker, vowel 

type, and the degree of the nasal coupling (Bzoch, 2004; Watterson, Lewis, Allord, 

Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 2007). Consequently, vowel nasalization is considered a hard 

feature to study. Nasalization introduces several changes in the acoustic spectrum; a 

main change is represented by the introduction of zeros (Lindblom, Lubker, & Pauli, 

1977; Hawkins, & Stevens, 1985). These zeros are not always apparent as a drop on 

the spectrum, and are very difficult to detect due to the possibility of pole-zero 

cancellations. Despite the fact that the articulatory requirement that causes nasalization 

is simple, the acoustic consequences of this coupling are very complex because of the 

complicated structure of the nasal cavity (Watterson, Lewis, Allord, Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 

2007; Chen, 1997). The oral cavity is a single passageway. Constrictions along this 

passage are created by the articulators to produce different sounds. Unlike the oral 

cavity, the nasal cavity consists mainly of two parallel channels divided by the nasal 

septum (Pruthi, 2007). The area of these two channels can vary which creates 

asymmetry between them (Dang, Honda, & Suzuki, 1994). Moreover, the nasal cavity 

has several paranasal cavities called sinuses that are linked to the two main nasal 

channels by small openings called ostia (Pruthi, 2007). This complicated structure of the 

nasal cavity introduces changes to the power spectrum of the vowel in the case of oral 

and nasal coupling. These changes vary by different sizes and configuration of the 

nasal passage of different individuals. This presents challenges in capturing the 

acoustic effect of the coupling as the changes to the spectrum could vary considerably 

from one case to the other.    
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Overview of the Dissertation 

 Chapter 1 introduces the problem. In this chapter a detailed description of 

nasalization is provided and an explanation of justification of the importance of detecting 

it as well as the challenges of detecting this feature is stipulated. The anatomy of the 

vocal tract and its cavities is also described here. Resonance disorders stem from 

different etiologies (Cairns, Hansen, & Riski, 1996). Hence, the crucial demand for an 

effective assessment tool escalates. The following question is answered across different 

chapters in this dissertation: 

 Does the difference in amplitude of the first formant and the amplitude of the 
extra peak (A1-Pn) explain the variability in the perception of hypernasality in the 
cleft palate population? 

The available assessment tools for velopharyngeal port deficits are described in 

chapter 2. The advantages and disadvantages of each technique are portrayed. The 

most common assessment tools draw a visual illustration of the mechanism and the 

deficit if present (Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003). This visual illustration is important in 

the diagnosis process and in dictating the appropriate intervention options (Bzoch, 

2004). However, an illustration of the anatomical structure does not aid in providing an 

objective measure for evaluating and quantifying hypernasality perceptually. Acoustic 

analysis has been investigated as a tool to provide a solution for this problem. Easy 

administration and low cost were two of the leading reasons to consider this 

assessment technique. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the effectiveness of an acoustic 

parameter A1-Pn in scaling hypernasality. Coming at the question under investigation in 

two distinctive ways, speech synthesis and natural hypernasal speech were utilized. 

In chapter 3, an experiment utilizing speech synthesis is described. The use of 

synthesized speech samples is helpful as the location of the extra pole-zero pairs can 
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be set by the investigator. Here the acoustic cue under examination is manipulated to 

control the location and extent of the extra nasal peak. Speech synthesis provides 

better control of the variables that interfere with assessing hypernasality in a natural 

speech setting (Vijayalakshmi, & Reddy, 2004). If we can account for all the changes 

that occur in the power spectrum of nasalized vowels, algorithms to scale this resonant 

quality will be possible. Moreover, better speech models that represent the vocal tract 

function will be created in automated speech synthesis systems.   

Synthesis of hypernasal speech could be a challenging task given the ambiguity 

of the effects introduced by the oral-nasal coupling to the energy throughout the vowel. 

The study of natural speech samples that are characterized to be hypernasal could help 

relate the change in the acoustic parameter across a wide range of hypernasality. 

Chapter 4 describes an acoustic-perceptual experiment using natural speech samples. 

The aim of the acoustic-perceptual experiment is to validate the use of an acoustic 

parameter to predict perceptual ratings. Different types of scaling techniques could be 

used to study the perception of nasality (Zraick, & Liss, 2000). In Chapter 3, the 

perceptual study was conducted using an equal interval rating scale task. In chapter 4, 

the experiment was conducted using a direct magnitude estimation (DME) scaling task. 

DME was used because it does not assume a linear continuum of perceptual quality 

(Schiavetti, Metz, & Sitler, 1981). More details are provided in chapters 3 and 4 

regarding the rating scales used for both experiments.  

Chapter 5 summarizes the general findings of both studies presented in chapters 

3 and 4. As conclusions drawn from both studies, future directions of this work are 

described.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Nasalization Evaluation 

Instruments employed to measure hypernasality in speech give a binary decision 

for the presence or absence of hypernasality. However, they fail to provide a measure 

that scales this resonant property. Some of these methods are invasive and expensive 

to administer (Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003). And in some cases, they are affected 

by multiple factors that might influence the efficacy of the instrument used (Bzoch, 2004; 

Watterson, Lewis, Allord, Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 2007). In this chapter, different 

approaches to evaluate nasalization will be discussed. Namely, perceptual evaluation 

and instrumental techniques of visualizing the velopharyngeal mechanism will be 

described. 

Perceptual Evaluation 

 “The human ear is an instrument that can detect nasality” (Bzoch, 2004). 

Listener judgment can be considered as a form of indirect observation. Like voice 

disorders, resonance problems are classified as perceptual qualities, and listener 

judgment has the highest face validity for assessing this quality, that is, they appear to 

be a good indicator of the magnitude of the effect of velopharyngeal function 

inadequacy on communication (Lee, Whitehill, & Ciocca, 2009). Perceptual judgment is 

a key factor for documenting the severity of hypernasality; however, obtaining high 

reliability is difficult to accomplish. There are multiple factors that could affect perceptual 

judgments. These factors are associated with the listener, the rating task, or the 

interaction of listener and task factors (Eadie, & Baylor, 2006). Listener factors include 

aspects that could be formed by training or experience. These include, the specific 
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internal standards of the listener for the property being judged, the discrete perceptual 

habits and biases of the listener, and the general sensitivity to the feature being rated 

(Eadie, & Baylor, 2006; Kreiman, Gerratt, Kempster, Erman, & Berke, 1993). Other 

listener factors that are considered as random errors include listener fatigue, attention 

lapses, and transcription errors.  

Task factors concern issues such as how well the rated percepts were defined, 

the context in which judgment is to be made, the resolution and specificity of the rating 

scale (Eadie, & Baylor, 2006; Kent, 1996). The interaction between listener factors and 

task factors is possible, for instance, the diversity of decoding different points on the 

same rating scale by different participants and differences in the way they use the scale 

might occur (Eadie, & Baylor, 2006). 

The suitability of perceptual analysis as a principal tool for identifying abnormal 

speech patterns and providing differential diagnosis and treatment programs is 

controversial. Due to the difficulty of achieving a statistically high reliability of perceptual 

judgments, it could not be the primary means for the assessment and treatment of 

velopharyngeal insufficiency (Kearns, & Simmons, 1988).  

In the study of vocal quality, Gerratt et al. (1993) has suggested that listeners use 

an internal standard when rating stimuli. They tend to make their perceptual judgments 

by matching the stimulus to that internal standard. The human internal standards can be 

shaped by many variables. This makes reliability of perceptual judgments hard to 

accomplish for different qualitative dimensions including hypernasality. Judgments of 

hypernasality can be influenced by the accuracy of articulation, age and gender of the 

speaker, some acoustic properties of the stimulus, such as its fundamental frequency, 
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the length and type of the speech sample as well as the rate at which the sample was 

uttered, anxiety level, and the degree of velopharyngeal insufficiency (Bzoch, 1979). 

When judging hypernasality, listener reliability was also found to be influenced by the 

length of the stimuli. It appeared to be higher for sentences than for words or isolated 

vowels (Counihan, & Cullinan, 1970).  

The coupling of the oral and nasal cavities has a different impact on different 

vowels. Maeda (1982c), for example, compared the change in the power spectrum of 

high vowels and low vowels as a result of nasalization. His findings indicated a 

reduction in the overall energy of the power spectrum for both types of vowels. 

However, the subsequent acoustic effect of the oral-nasal coupling was different for low 

vowels than for high vowels. The spectral envelop for low vowels was better conserved 

than high vowels when both vowels were nasalized. The primary effects of 

hypernasality occur in the low frequencies (House and Stevens, 1956; Fant, 1960; 

Maeda, 1982c; Hawkins and Stevens, 1985; Stevens, Andrade, & Viana 1987a). High 

vowels have a first formant in the low frequencies. Consequently, high vowels 

demonstrate more change to their spectral envelop as a result of hypernasality as 

opposed to low vowels (Maeda, 1982c). This fact might raise uncertainties when we 

attempt to evaluate perceptual judgments of hypernasality (Pruthi, 2007). Do listeners 

use the same threshold of nasalization across all vowels to judge hypernasality? It is 

still unclear what exactly happens (Pruthi, 2007). Accordingly, one could argue that 

perceptual judgments of hypernasality might be affected by the type of vowel presented 

in the stimuli. To solve this uncertainty, studying the effect of vowel type on the ratings 

of hypernasality is warranted.   
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Two key factors must be taken into consideration when conducting perceptual 

assessment of hypernasality. Both formal academic training in the nature and causes of 

hypernasal speech and the clinical experience of the listener in judging this resonant 

quality affect reliability of perceptual judgment (Lewis, Watterson, & Houghton, 2003). 

When both subject knowledge and training are present, reliability increases as 

compared to when one or neither exists. Reliability of perceptual judgment of 

hypernasality is more influenced by listener experience than academic training (Lewis, 

Watterson, & Houghton, 2003; Laczi, Sussman, Stathopoulos, & Huber, 2005).  

Instrumental Measures of Nasalization 

Perceptual evaluation is subjective (Bzoch, 2004). As a result, the probability of 

error increases, which raises the need for a more objective assessment tool. 

Instrumental assessment exhibits more reliability in decision making during diagnosis 

and providing feedback during speech intervention (Bzoch, 2004). Recently, substantial 

research aiming to find valid and reliable instrumental measures of velopharyngeal 

disorders has been reported.  

The goal of the instrumental assessment is to obtain anatomic data regarding the 

adequacy of velopharyngeal mechanism (Bzoch, 2004). This information includes 

obtaining values of velar length, description of elevation of the palate, size of the 

velopharyngeal gap, the lateral and posterior pharyngeal walls movement, 

nasopharyngeal depth and pattern, and level of closure (Bzoch 2004). Two techniques 

are used in the diagnostic process: direct and indirect (Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003). 

Direct methods are those that allow the visualization of the velopharyngeal port and the 

structures that work together to close it. Additionally, direct methods allow the 

investigator to observe how these structures move during various speech and non-
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speech activities (Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003; Bzoch, 2004). On the other hand, 

indirect instrumental techniques provide information that aids the investigator to make 

postulations about the velopharyngeal function by observing the vocal tract.  

Velopharyngeal dysfunction can usually be diagnosed by observing certain 

indications in speech. These indications comprise of the presence of hypernasality, 

presence of compensatory misarticulations, and presence of nasal air emission, weak 

oral pressure for high pressure consonants, and facial grimaces. Although resonance 

disorders can be recognized during speech evaluation, further investigation of the case 

is needed. Vital aspects to consider are the cause, size, and location of the 

velopharyngeal opening. This information is needed so that the appropriate intervention 

can be determined. 

Visualization Techniques for the Assessment of the Velopharyngeal Mechanism 

Imaging options include videofluoroscopy and fiberoptic nasoendoscopy (Bzoch, 

2004). The proficiency of the velopharyngeal closure is assessed using the radiographic 

assessment technique of Videofluoroscopy. Here, the velopharyngeal mechanism is 

observed during motion. In order to get the required contrast in the videofluoroscopic 

image, the structures are coated using barium. This procedure aids in the assessment 

of several forms of velopharyngeal insufficiency, including cleft palate. Videofluoroscopy 

is performed as part of surgical planning that will be utilized in tailoring the ideal 

treatment method (surgical, prosthetic, or behavioral therapies) (Johns, Rohrich, & 

Awada, 2003). Another advantage of videofluoroscopy is that it permits the investigator 

to observe the tongue. The reason for observing the tongue during this process is that it 

can be part of a compensatory mechanism that contributes in the closure of the 

velopharyngeal port. This information may be missed with other assessment tools. 
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However, although videofluoroscopy is a very useful method, it has the apparent 

disadvantage of exposure to radiation (Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003; Bzoch, 2004). 

Fiberoptic nasoendoscopy is another instrumentation that is utilized in studying 

the velopharyngeal inadequacy. This technique provides the investigator with a superior 

view of the velopharyngeal port structures including velum, posterior pharyngeal wall, 

and lateral pharyngeal walls (Bzoch, 2004). It also aids in observing the velopharyngeal 

port closure pattern (Havstam, Lohmander, Persson, Dotevall, Lith, & Lilja, 2005). 

Nasoendoscopy is not a painful procedure; however, it can cause minor discomfort 

(Johns, Rohrich, & Awada, 2003). It is especially essential post-surgery as it permits for 

direct visualization of the velopharyngeal sphincter. It is also important for visualization 

of the area during placement of a pharyngeal flap. Another advantage of 

nasoendoscopy is that the subject can be engaged in connected speech during the 

procedure, so inconsistent closure pattern can be detected (Havstam, Lohmander, 

Persson, Dotevall, Lith, & Lilja, 2005). When compared to videofluoroscopy, fiberoptic 

nasoendoscopy is more invasive to some extent. Also, the procedure calls for 

cooperation from the patient to get an acceptable examination (Bzoch, 2004). 

Acoustic/Aerodynamic Techniques for the Assessment of Hypernasal Speech 

Temporal and spectral characteristics of hypernasality have been inspected 

using more than a few methods (Warren, & Dubois, 1964). Although these techniques 

and measures have provided important information on temporal characteristics of 

hypernasal speech, they are seldom operated in clinical settings, mainly because they 

retain a degree of procedural complexity and they are unavailable in such settings (Bae, 

Kuehn, & Ha, 2007). 
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The pressure-flow technique described by Warren and Dubois (1964) observes 

the aerodynamic aspect in both the oral and nasal cavities during speech. It provides 

quantitative data regarding overall velopharyngeal port area. The theoretical basis 

behind this technique was built upon principles of fluid mechanics. Their hypothesis 

suggested that an estimate of the size of an existing velopharyngeal gap could be 

calculated during speech production using the pressure-flow technique. They calculated 

the size of the opening by obtaining the differential pressure and the simultaneous rate 

of flow across the velopharyngeal port (Warren, & DuBois, 1964). When the velum 

elevates and the velopharyngeal port closes in normal cases, a pressure difference 

between the oral and nasal cavities occurs. Here the pressure at the oral cavity can be 

estimated by respiratory effort and it is usually equal to about 3 to 8 cmH2O. Pressure in 

the nose is atmospheric or zero since there is no air escape to the nasal cavity. In the 

case of oral and nasal coupling the difference in the pressure between the two cavities 

gets smaller as air escapes to the oral cavity (Warren, 1979). Throughout the vocal 

tract, constrictions are formed during different speech productions (Bzoch, 2004). The 

velopharyngeal sphincter is an example of such constrictions. Once air goes through 

these constrictions, they produce sphincter-type airflow (Warren, & DuBois, 1964). The 

relationship between the measures air pressure to the airflow throughout the vocal tract 

constrictions can be used to estimate the size of the velopharyngeal opening (Warren, 

1976). The values for the oral and nasal pressures are measured using two catheters. 

One catheter is placed in the mouth and the other catheter is secured with a cork in one 

nostril. These catheters are attached to a pressure transducer. Nasal airflow is 

measured by placing a cork secured tube into the other nostril. This tube is connected 
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to a heated pneumotachograph. By applying the hydrokinetic principles to those values, 

the opening size can be estimated (Bzoch, 2004).           

Nasalance is a measure used to acquire indirect information about the 

velopharyngeal port function (Bzoch, 2004). This measure provides information about 

the acoustic interactions of oral and nasal cavities during speech production (Schneider, 

& Shprintzen, 1980; Dalston, & Warren, 1986; Fletcher, 1976). Tonar II, developed by 

Fletcher (1976), provides this nasalance score. The Tonar II was the basis for the 

development of another device, the Nasometer, which is a tool mainly used to obtain 

nasalance scores. Nasometer (KayPENTAX, Lincoln Park, NJ), is a computer-based 

device that has two microphones separated by a plate. The output measure is the ratio 

of the amplitude of the acoustic energy resonated through the nares, which is collected 

by the upper microphone, to the amplitude of the acoustic energy resonated through the 

oral cavity that is collected by the lower microphone.  A perceptually evident 

hypernasality have a high nasalance score that is defined as 32% or higher. Although 

nasalance scores is widely used in clinics to detect resonance problems, meaningful 

information can be attained from it only when nasalance scores of two subjects or 

nasalance scores of the same subject obtained in two different times are compared 

(Dalston, Warren, & Dalston, 1991; Bzoch, 1979).  

A key point to keep in mind when interpreting nasalance scores, is the variability 

influenced by the machine used such as the model, appropriate calibration, variability 

introduced by the test procedure, between-subjects variability such as that resulting 

from age, sex, and dialect differences, and within-subjects variability including degree of 
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nasal congestion or nasal patency at the time of testing (Seaver, Dalston, Leeper, & 

Adams, 1991; Lewis, Watterson, & Blanton, 2008). 

Another approach to quantify hypernasality is the Horii Oral Nasal Coupling Index 

(HONC). The HONC is not commercially marketed and has not been as widely used by 

clinicians as an assessment tool of hypernasality (Laczi, Sussman, Stathopoulos, & 

Huber, 2005; Sussman, 1995; Mra, Sussman, & Fenwick, 1998). The (HONC) measure 

is a ratio of the nasal vibration level with the vibration level at the throat. These values 

are collected by placing accelerometers on both the nose and throat (Horii, 1980; Horii, 

& Lang, 1981). The information obtained by this technique is conveyed as a 

“nasalization function”, which is represented by a plot of the accelerometric signal in 

decibels as a function of time (Horii, 1980). The ratio is multiplied by a correction factor 

to normalize the accelerometric signals to account for individual differences. The 

correction factor was calculated by the ratio of the root-mean-square of the 

accelerometric signal at the throat to the root-mean-square of the nasal accelerometric 

signal during the sustained production of [m] (Horii, 1980). An advantage of this 

measure is that it accounts for individual differences that stem from to the nature of 

nasal tissue and vocal intensity (Horii, 1981; Horii, & Monroe, 1983; Sussman, 1995), 

and variation caused by gender differences (Sussman, 1995).   

An objective analysis technique is most useful when the measure utilized for the 

assessment provides information specific to the velopharyngeal mechanism and its 

function. This information is considered to be of great value when it also correlates 

highly with perceptual judgments (Litzaw, & Dalston, 1992; Seaver, Dalston, Leeper, & 

Adams, 1991). 
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The next chapter will discuss several acoustic techniques that were used to 

obtain a measure that could relate acoustic characteristics of a voice signal to 

perceptual ratings by listener judgments to reach better assessment of the 

velopharyngeal mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF HYPERNASALITY USING SYNTHESIZED VOWELS 

Introduction 

Acoustic Correlates of Hypernasality 

In the case of velopharyngeal dysfunction, an escape of sound energy originally 

guided orally, alternatively passes through the nasal cavity. In this case, listeners 

perceive speech as being hypernasal (Bzoch, 2004).The degree of oral or nasal 

resonance in speech can be judged through acoustic analysis of speech. The acoustic 

effects of hypernasality vary across speakers, phonetic contexts, and with the sound 

that is under examination (Bzoch, 2004; Watterson, Lewis, Allord, Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 

2007). 

Hypernasality is often perceived on vowels. Several acoustic correlates for 

hypernasality in vowels have been reported in the literature (House, & Stevens, 1956; 

Hattori, Yamamoto, & Fujimura, 1958; Fant, 1960; Fujimura, & Lindqvist, 1971; 

Lindblom, Lubker, & Pauli, 1977; Hawkins, & Stevens, 1985). Major changes in the 

acoustic signal have been observed in the vicinity of the first formant. These changes 

include an increase in the first formant bandwidth that is related to the reduction of that 

formant’s amplitude, also an increase in first formant frequency has been noted 

(Lindblom, Lubker, & Pauli, 1977; Hawkins, & Stevens, 1985). In the range of 200 – 500 

Hz (Hattori, Yamamoto, & Fujimura, 1958) or the range of 700 – 2000 Hz (House, & 

Stevens, 1956), the introduction of an extra pole-zero pair (nasal resonances) was also 

described. The exact location of the pole and zero depends on the vowel type and the 

size of the opening between the nasal and oral cavities. It is argued that the different 

locations for the pole have different effects on the perception of hypernasality (Hawkins, 
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& Stevens, 1985; Fant, 1960). A change in the amplitude of the second and third 

formants and a shift in their frequency were observed as well as an extra pole-zero pair 

in the third formant region. Hypernasality introduces a downward shift of the second 

formant (F2) and an upward shift of the third Formant (F3). This results in widening of 

the F2-F3 region (Bognar, & Fujisaki, 1986). The extra poles at high frequencies appear 

as small notches in the spectrum (Stevens, Fant, & Hawkins, 1987b, Pruthi, 2007; 

Karim, Kaykobad, & Murshed, 2013). The major observed effect of nasalization on the 

vowel’s transfer function is characterized by shifts in the low-frequency center of gravity 

or a spectral flattening in the range of 300-2500 Hz. This translates to the reduction in 

overall amplitude of the vowel (Pruthi, Espy-Wilson, & Story, 2007; Hawkins, & Stevens, 

1985).  

Most studies evaluating the acoustic correlates for nasality in normal speakers 

gives a binary classification of phonemes by reporting the presence or absence of 

nasalization. However, in speakers that exhibit hypernasal speech, it is necessary to 

quantify and scale the degree or severity of nasality. None of the methods currently 

available qualify as a universally accepted approach to quantify the perception of 

hypernasality since they don’t provide an objective measure to scale this resonant 

quality (Seaver, Dalston, Leeper, & Adams, 1991).  

Attempts to Quantify Hypernasality in Speech Using Acoustical Analysis 

In spite of the fact that a number of acoustic characteristics had been associated 

with hypernasality, only a few attempts to quantify hypernasal speech by analyzing the 

spectral energy of the vowel have been made (Lee, Ciocca, & Whitehill, 2003; Lee, 

Wang, Yang, & Kuo, 2006; Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & Kilpatrick, 2009). In this chapter, 

several methods describing and quantifying hypernasality will be discussed. One 
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method is the one-third octave technique. One-third octave spectra analysis was 

developed by Kataoka and his colleagues in 1980s, the method suggests transforming 

the acoustic signal into its power spectrum by means of Fast Fourier Transform analysis 

(FFT), and then it is filtered into one-third octave bands in a certain frequency range. A 

frequency versus amplitude plot is then created. For each band created, the mean 

amplitude is calculated. To account for individual variability caused by the differences in 

loudness, the spectrum in this method is normalized by adjusting the amplitude of the 

band containing the fundamental frequency to 0.0 dB (Kataoka, Michi, Okabe, Mirura, & 

Yoshida, 1996; Kataoka, Zajac, Mayo, Lutz, & Warren, 2001). As a result, in the 

adjusted spectrum the band that contained F0 had a value of 0.0 dB. Although this 

technique could be used to distinguish normal versus hypernasal speech, it only 

achieved modest level of agreement with perceptual judgments, and only for two 

vowels, namely /i:/ and /a:/ (Kataoka, Michi, Okabe, Mirura, & Yoshida, 1996). Using 

this technique, the researchers compare the differences between the spectral profiles of 

individuals with hypernasal speech and controls by examining the one third octave 

bands. They mainly observed an increase in intensity between the first and second 

formants around 1 kHz and a reduction in signal intensity between the second and third 

formants for the nasalized vowel (Kataoka, Michi, Okabe, Mirura, & Yoshida, 1996; 

Kataoka, Zajac, Mayo, Lutz, & Warren, 2001; Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & Kilpatrick, 2009).  

Another acoustic analysis technique used is the voice low tone high tone ratio 

(VLHR) that was developed by Lee et al. in 2003. The VLHR technique primarily divides 

the spectrum of a vowel into low-frequency and high-frequency power using a 

predetermined cutoff frequency, and is expressed in decibels. Research using this 
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method suggests that the VLHR index increases as hypernasality increases. The cutoff 

frequency is calculated by using the fundamental frequency (f0) times the geometric 

average of 4 and 5, that is √ (4 × 5) = 4.47 F0. Other investigators chose to use a 

specific cutoff point of 600 Hz to divide the spectrum (Lee, Ciocca, & Whitehill, 2003; 

Lee, Wang, Yang, & Kuo, 2006; Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & Kilpatrick, 2009). The power in 

each region was calculated by the summation of intensity for that frequency range. 

Higher VLHR measures are observed in nasalized vowels when compared with oral 

vowels. Nonetheless, the VLHR technique did not show any significant differences 

between perceived hypernasality and normal resonance when comparing participants 

with a resonance deficit to normal non-nasal controls (Lee, Ciocca, & Whitehill, 2003).  

As mentioned before, hypernasality causes extra peaks in the power spectrum of 

a vowel. The prominence of this peak depends on two acoustic cues; the widening of 

the first formant bandwidth, and the location of the added pole-zero pair and the 

distance between them (Pruthi, Espy-Wilson, & Story, 2007; Chen, Janet, Slifka, & 

Stevens, 2000). The first formant amplitude (A1) is inversely related to its bandwidth 

(B1), and the amplitude of the extra peak (P) is directly related to the distance between 

the pole and zero. Chen (1995) utilized this information to propose a measure that 

involves both cues. This measure looks at the difference in amplitude between the first 

formant and the amplitude of the extra peak (A1-P0/A1-P1). The aim of Chen’s work 

was to be able to synthesize more natural speech and to develop an accurate speech 

production model by examining the effect of the nasal tract on the system (Chen, Janet, 

Slifka, & Stevens, 2000). 
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It is assumed that with a greater velopharyngeal coupling the prominence of the 

extra peak increases at the lower frequency range in the spectrum of a nasal vowel 

(Chen, 1995; Chen, 1997; Pruthi, 2007). A1-P0/A1-P1 measure analyzes the signal at 

the frequency domain. It is important to keep in mind that the source properties 

(laryngeal system) affect this value. For example, it is expected that an increase in the 

open quotient of the glottal waveform affects the amplitude of the first harmonic, which 

in turn affects the overall power spectrum of the vowel (Chen, 1996). For a nasal vowel 

the value of A1-P0/A1-P1 would be smaller than for an oral vowel. Consequently, if an 

extra peak occurs at a lower frequency range (lower than the first formant frequency), 

its amplitude will increase by the increase of the open quotient. This in turn, will lead to 

an even smaller A1-P0/A1-P1 value (Chen, 1995; Chen, 1997; Pruthi, 2007).  

Different vowels have differences in the energy along the power spectrum. The 

location of the formants is different for different vowels. For high vowels, the first 

formant is located at lower frequencies, so the expected extra peak will take place 

between the first and second formants (Chen, 1995; Chen, 1997). For these types of 

vowels the peak amplitude was represented by (P1) to indicate that it occurred after the 

first formant. For low vowels the first formant occurs in higher frequencies, so the 

location of the extra peak will be below the first formant. For low vowels, the amplitude 

of the extra peak was represented by (P0) (Chen, 1995; Chen, 1997; Pruthi, 2007).   

Purpose of the study 

This experiment investigated the effect of extra peaks in the transfer function on 

the perception of hypernasality. To create a range of hypernasality certain harmonics 

were excited in the transfer function of each vowel. These peaks were introduced by 

manipulating the amplitude of a harmonic in three different locations. The amplitude of 
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those harmonics was increased with one of three predetermined increments as 

discussed later in this section. The objective of this experiment was as follows: 

 Does the location of the extra peak affect perceptual ratings of hypernasality? 

 Does the increase in the amplitude of the extra peak result in an increase in 
perceived hypernasality?  

Methodology 

Listeners 

Listeners were five native speakers of American English. They were 

undergraduate and graduate students at the University of Florida, all of which majoring 

in speech and hearing sciences. They ranged between the age of 18 and 30 on the day 

of testing. All listeners were screened for hearing loss (air-conduction pure-tone 

thresholds below 40 dB HL at 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 4 kHz).  

Stimuli 

Two sets of stimuli were recorded. Three vowels, /ɑ/, /i/, and /u/, produced at 

comfortable pitch and loudness for 10 seconds were obtained from individuals 

diagnosed with a cleft palate, with ages ranging from 4 to 30 years.  Stimuli were 

recorded during an Operation Smile medical mission in Aswan, Egypt from each of the 

patients who came to the screening location of the mission. Data collection was 

approved by University of Florida IRB01 #71-2010. The second set of stimuli consisted 

of six vowels (/i/, /u/, /ɛ/, /ɑ/, /ʌ/, and /æ/) that were recorded for 4 normal English 

speakers (2 male and 2 female), with ages ranging from 21 to 30 years. These 

speakers were undergraduate students at the Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences 

department at the University of Florida. All recordings were made using a Marantz 

professional solid state recorder (PMD671) with a head-worn condenser microphone 
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(Audiotechnica; ATM73a). Recordings were made at a sampling rating of 44100 Hz and 

16-bit quantization level. 

For the samples obtained from normal speakers, MATLAB version 8 was used to 

edit the recordings and generate a set of synthesized vowels. A Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) analysis was performed for a one-second sample extracted from the original 

recording for each vowel. The size of the FFT was set to 44100. This FFT size was 

selected to control the bin size. The bin size is equal to the sampling rate divided by the 

number of bins (FFT size). Consequently, the size of each bin was 1 Hz. To create the 

set of synthesized vowels, the amplitude of a harmonic closest to certain frequencies 

was modified. These frequencies were chosen according to the frequency of the extra 

peak reported in the literature (Chen, 1995). These frequencies were in three different 

groups according to the location of the extra peak required: Peak 1: 950 Hz for high 

vowels, 215 Hz for low vowels, Peak 2: 1150 Hz for high vowels, 415 Hz for low vowels, 

and Peak 3: 1350 Hz for high vowels, 615 Hz for low vowels. There was no 

manipulation of phase and the amplitude was varied by a factor of 20, 30 or 40. This 

change in intensity is comparable to a change of 13 dB (10Log1020), 14 dB (10Log1040) 

and 16 dB (10Log1060) respectively. After the introduction of the extra peak, an inverse-

FFT of the modified magnitude spectrum was computed and the signal was written into 

a wav file. These stimuli were later converted to a dat format to be used in the 

perceptual study. A total of 237 stimuli were used in the later perceptual part of the 

experiment; 21 natural and 216 Synthetic (4 speakers X 6 vowels X 3 peak locations X 

3 amplitude levels). Two experienced speech-language pathologists in resonance 

disorders were asked to listen to the synthesized vowels. They both recommended the 
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removal of seven of the synthesized stimuli because they were perceived with a buzz-

like sound. Consequently, those seven stimuli were removed from the pool of vowels 

chosen for the perceptual study.  

Perceptual Experiment  

Data collection took place in the Speech Acoustics Laboratory at the University of 

Florida. The hardware used for data collection was a TDT System III (Tucker-Davis 

Technologies, Inc.) using the software program SykofizX (Tucker-Davis Technologies, 

Inc.) and a transducer ER2 insert earphone (Etymotic Research, Inc.). Stimuli were 

presented at an 85 dB SPL intensity level. Listeners rated the “severity” of hypernasality 

on a 7-point rating scale, where 1 represents no hypernasality and 7 represents severe 

hypernasality, using a computer keyboard/mouse. Stimuli were presented 5 times in a 

random order monaurally in the right ear in a sound treated booth. The testing process 

required approximately 2 hours for each listener. This listening experiment was 

approved by University of Florida IRB02 #2009-U-1305. 

Acoustic Analysis 

The analysis of the recordings was implemented in MATLAB version 8 to 

estimate a number of different acoustic features. These features include first formant 

frequency (F1), first formant amplitude (A1), second formant frequency (F2), second 

formant amplitude (A2), extra peak frequency (Fn), and extra peak amplitude (Pn).   

Statistical Analysis 

Inter-judge reliability was defined as the degree of consistency between average 

ratings of hypernasality severity between listeners for all the stimuli. Intra-judge 

reliability was defined as the degree of consistency within listeners between the five 

trials of hypernasality severity rating for all the stimuli. 
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To determine the effects of peak location, peak amplitude, and vowel type on the 

perception of hypernasality, a three-way ANOVA with post hoc comparisons using 

Bonferroni’s correction was used. The independent variables of this study were the 

extra peak location, the extra peak amplitude, and vowel type. All statistical procedures 

were carried out using SPSS version 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 

Results 

The average of responses across the five trials for each stimulus was calculated 

and a matrix of concordant pairs using Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient for the 

five raters was produced. The matrix showed significant inter-judge correlations (p < 

0.01) between all five listeners. Average inter-subject correlation was 0.428 and 

average intra-subject correlation was 0.483.  Both natural and synthetic stimuli 

represented a range of nasality judgment spread between low and high nasality rating 

(Figure 3-1). Data represented a continuum of nasality ranging from 2 to 6 (2 represents 

low nasality and 6 represents high nasality) (Figure 3-2). Figure 3-3 shows the mean of 

hypernasality ratings averaged across listeners for each stimulus. The overall 

distribution of the ratings is demonstrated by the error bars. The error bars show that 

the listeners’ judgments of the perceived hypernasality reflect large variability for the 

stimuli presented. 

Significant main effects were found for vowel type [F (5, 123) = 24.129,  < 0.001].  

The perceived nasality on /ɑ/ and /æ/ was higher than the 4 other vowels (Figure 3-2). 

Significant results were also observed for peak location [F (2, 123) = 5.739, p=0.004]. 

Pairwise comparisons show that P1 and P3 contributed to higher perceived nasality 

across all vowels. On the other hand, the effect of different amplitudes of the extra peak 
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on the nasality judgment was found insignificant across vowels. No interaction was 

found for the effect of peak location and amplitude variation. 

Discussion 

The results of the study suggest that the extra pole location can influence the 

perception of nasality on vowels. The location of the extra peak in the frequencies 

around 950 Hz and 1500 Hz for high vowels and around 215 Hz and 615 Hz for low 

vowels had the most influential effect on hypernasality ratings. On the other hand, the 

extra peak’s amplitude variation didn’t have an effect on the perception of hypernasality. 

There was no effect for the interaction of the peak location and amplitude as well. The 

peak amplitude was modified to be increased by 13, 14, and 16 dB. Other amplitude 

variations should be investigated in terms of their effect on hypernasality perception. 

More specifically, the range of the intensities of the extra peak should be expanded to 

include lower and higher variations. Moreover, another tactic to use in the process of 

modifying the extra peak amplitude is to adjust the difference between A1 and Pn in 

predetermined increments rather than only changing the amplitude of the peak without 

taking the amplitude of the first formant into consideration. Chen (1995) reported that for 

a high judgment of perceptual hypernasality, a difference of no more than 8 to 10 dB is 

needed between A1 and Pn. 

Figure (3-3) shows the average ratings for the five listeners for each vowel 

stimuli. It also indicate that the standard error of the mean (SE) was large for most of 

the stimuli. This could be explained by the small sample size (five listeners). The SE is a 

measure of the precision of the sample mean. It is calculated by dividing the standard 

deviation by the square root of the sample size. So by decreasing the sample size the 

SE is expected to increase.         
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Results show that low vowels were perceived with more hypernasality than high 

vowels in this experiment. This result contradicts the work reported in literature. In 

general, high vowels are rated more hypernasal than low vowels (Watterson, Lewis, 

Allord, Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 2007). Previous studies have shown that the acoustic 

consequences for the coupling of the oral and nasal cavities differ for different vowel 

types. The spectrum of the low vowel /ɑ/ is less influenced by the coupling when 

compared to the vowel /i/ (Fant, 1960; & House & Stevens, 1956). This suggests that 

low vowels need a larger coupling than high vowels for a given nasality (House & 

Stevens, 1956; Maeda, 1993; & Chen, 1995). Accordingly, high vowels would be rated 

more hypernasal than low vowels for the same conditions. One study that reached 

similar findings showed that low vowels are perceived as nasal more often than high 

vowels for natural speech vowels (Ali et al., 1971; Lintz and Sherman, 1961).  

The different acoustic effects of oral–nasal coupling could influence listener 

reliability (Watterson, Lewis, Allord, Sulprizio, & O'Neill, 2007). Another important aspect 

for judging hypernasality reliably is the clinical experience of the rater (Lewis, Watterson 

& Houghton, 2003; Bradford, Brooks, & Shelton, 1964; Fletcher, 1976; Dalston, Warren, 

& Dalston, 1991). Although all the listeners of the study were undergraduate students of 

speech and hearing sciences, none of them had clinical experience with patients with 

resonance disorders. This could have impacted their inter- and intra-judge reliability of 

hypernasality ratings. However, it is important to note that in spite of the low magnitude 

of the inter-rater reliability in the study, the correlation between the ratings of all listeners 

was significant. This means that they have rated the stimuli in the same ranking 

regardless of the rating value they assigned for each stimulus.       
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The outcomes of the study may have been limited by several factors. Using 

isolated vowels as the speech stimuli might have affected the perceptual ratings of 

hypernasality. In spite of the fact that hypernasality is heard on the vowel segment, the 

use of CVC words or longer stimuli may have improved the judgments of hypernasality. 

Nasality ratings may vary depending on the nature of the context it occurs. For example, 

differences in nasality judgments for different types of stimuli (a connected speech 

passage, isolated vowels, CVC syllables produced in isolation, and CVC syllables 

produced in connected speech) has been reported previously (Carney, & Sherman, 

1971). Watterson et al. (1999) showed that the magnitude of the correlation between 

nasalance scores and the length of the stimuli was reduced with decreased length. The 

length of the stimuli is another variable that has been shown to influence listener 

reliability. Listener reliability for rating hypernasal speech is higher for sentences than 

for single words, and higher for single words, than isolated vowels (Counihan & 

Cullinan, 1970).  

The perceptual judgments shown in Figures 3-1 and 3-2, suggest that a linear 

relationship of perceptual judgments of hypernasality is not present. The use of an 

equal interval scale might have limited the results of the study since it assumes a linear 

partition of the continuum of hypernasality. Equal interval scales have been widely 

employed in studies investigating perceptual judgment of resonance disorders (Kuehn & 

Moller, 2000). This type of scaling tasks employs a five, seven or nine points; where the 

highest point indicates the most severe hypenasality (Kuehn & Moller, 2000; McWilliams 

et al., 1990; & Whitehill, Lee, & Chun, 2002), and the listener is required to assign a 

point on the scale to each stimulus.  
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Psychophysicists suggests two types of perceptual continua, prothetic and 

metathetic (Stevens, 1974). Prothetic continua are related to intensity or quantity. This 

type of continua is related to an additive physiological process, where new excitation is 

added to an already existing excitation (Stevens, 1974). Dissimilarly, metathetic 

continua are related to position or quality. This type of continua is related to a 

substitutive physiological process, where new excitation is exchanged for an excitation 

that has been eliminated (Stevens, 1974). It’s not possible to divide a prothetic 

continuum into equal segments. So in light of the present findings of the current study, 

an alternative rating scale, direct magnitude estimation (DME), which is a ratio scale, 

should be used to obtain perceptual judgments of hypernasality.  

Speech synthesis proved successful in discovering acoustic cues for speech 

perception. The advantage of synthetic speech is that it enables the control and 

manipulation of the acoustic variables related to a specific perceptual feature without 

confounding effects from other co-occurring problems often found in disordered speech. 

In this study synthesis of vowels was conducted and provided valuable information 

about the effect of the location and amplitude of the extra peak on the perceptual 

judgments of hypernasality. Using synthesis for this purpose might show better results if 

the possibility of synthesizing whole sentences was available.  

Researchers have investigated the acoustic features of hypernasality by 

developing algorithms to analyze this resonant feature by studying speech of the 

population of the hearing impaired (Chen, 1995), synthesized hypernasal speech 

(Vijayakshmi, & Reddy, 2004) and nasalized vowels resulting from coarticulation 

(Hawkins, & Stevens, 1985). This study utilized synthesized vowels to investigate 
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perceptual ratings of hypernasality. It is important to keep in mind that once the acoustic 

cues related to hypernasality have been identified through a speech synthesis 

approach, the value of such acoustic cues in evaluating hypenasality in natural speech 

must be explored.  

 

 
Figure 3-1. Hypernasality judgments for natural and synthetic vowels.  
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Figure 3-2. Distribution of vowels across hypernasality judgments.  
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Figure 3-3. A continuum of the ratings of hypernasality. Symbols indicate the perceived 
hypernasality severity averaged across listeners and bars indicate standard 
error of the mean (SEM).   
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CHAPTER 4 
ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF HYPERNASALITY USING NATURAL VOWELS 

Perceptual Analysis of Hypernasality  

The distinctiveness of nasalized vowels comes from the fact that they are the 

only vowels where air flows through two channels radiating from the nose and mouth. 

This is usually a consequence of coupling of the oral and nasal cavities. This in turn 

introduces additional pole-zero pairs in the transfer function. The major consequent 

acoustical effects of this phenomenon include a reduction of the amplitude of the first 

formant (A1), and the rise of a nasal poles around 250 Hz and 1000 Hz (Hawkins, & 

Stevens, 1985). This nasal pole manifests as an extra peak on the spectrum. The 

amplitude of this extra peak is expressed as Pn. The difference in these two values, A1- 

Pn, is proposed to be an acoustic correlate of vowel nasalization (Chen, 1995). 

Quantifying the degree of hypernasality in vowels is a difficult task to accomplish. 

This is mainly because it depends on several factors such as the individual anatomical 

structure differences, the size of the coupling between the two cavities, vowel identity, 

and phonetic context (Pruthi, 2007). For example, the interaction between the pole-zero 

pairs is complicated by the shape of the oral cavity for the same subject by the change 

in the area of the coupling or by different vowels during the production of speech 

(Pruthi, 2007).   

Purpose of the Study 

The aim of this study was to determine if the proposed measure A1-Pn could 

explain the variability of hypernasality for the population of cleft palate.  

This study investigated the effect of this acoustic cue on the perception of 

hypernasality in natural speech samples. The long term goal of this research is to 
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develop a model to predict the degree of hypernasality in voice. This will help foster an 

improvement in the tools used for the assessment and rehabilitation of patients with a 

velopharyngeal inadequacy and patients with cleft palate. 

Methodology 

Listeners 

Ten normal hearing native speakers of Arabic were recruited for this study. They 

ranged between the age of 18 and 35 on the day of testing. Listeners were 

undergraduate students of Speech-Language Pathology at the University of Jordan. 

The listeners were recruited by referral from two assistant professors in the department.  

Stimuli 

Sentences were recorded during two Operation Smile medical missions in 

Amman, Jordan. Obtaining the data through the missions was approved by University of 

Florida IRB01 #201200296. These recordings were made using a TASCAM DR-40 

professional recorder with a head-worn condenser microphone (Audiotechnica; 

ATM73a). All of the recordings were sampled at a rate of 44.1 kHz and a 16-bit 

quantization level. The microphone-to-mouth distance was approximately 5 cm at an 

angle of about 45 degrees. Subjects who could read fluently were asked to read the 

stimuli; subjects who could not read were instructed to recite the sentences after the 

examiner. Thirty eight sentences were collected from each of the patients who came to 

the screening location of the mission. These sentences were composed to fall in five 

categories following the sonority hierarchy (Selkirk, 1984). Nine sentences were 

composed using mostly stop sounds, ten sentences were composed using mostly 

fricatives and affricates, two sentences were composed using glides and liquids, eight 

sentences were composed mostly using nasal consonants, and nine sentences were 
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composed using a mix of both oral and nasal sounds (Appendix). All the five categories 

of the sentences contained mainly one of the four long vowels (/a:/, /ɑ:/, /i:/, and /u:/). 

Each sentence contained two or three instances of the same vowel. The analysis 

explained in later sections was performed on the long vowels in the sentence stimuli. 

Each sentence contained two or three instances of the same vowel. The total number of 

each vowel produced by each listener was 32 tokens of /a:/, 9 of /ɑ:/, 21 of /i:/, and 29 of 

/u:/.  An average of the acoustic measure (A1-Pn) of the vowels in each sentence was 

obtained to be used in the later statistical analysis.   

All the sentences were statements composed in Arabic. Sentences recorded 

from twelve speakers were included in the perceptual study. A total of 120 sentences 

were selected. For each speaker, two sentences were chosen from each category. One 

of these two sentences was constant across all speakers (sentences 2, 10, 20, 24, and 

38). The second sentence was randomly selected. One exception of this selection 

criteria are the sentences composed of glides and liquids since this category had only 

two sentences. As explained in the next section of the document, an anchor was used 

in the direct magnitude estimation rating scale task of the forth training and the 

perceptual experiment. This anchor sentence was selected from a speaker whose 

sentences were not included in neither the training nor testing stimuli of the experiment. 

Magnitude estimation tasks require the listener to assign a number to a sensory 

experience, and allow the use any positive number including decimals or fractions to 

report sensation magnitude (Goldstein, 2010). In some cases the observer is given a 

number modulus that is assigned to a specific stimulus (anchor) and asked to judge the 

stimuli presented relative to this anchor value. In this study the modulus value of 30 was 
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assigned to the anchor sentence. The selection of the value of the anchor is usually 

done towards the lower or higher ends of the scale. In some cases, the anchor stimulus 

is selected to represent the middle of the perceptual scale but that is not a requirement 

(Stevens, 1974). There are no stringent rules for choosing the magnitude of the value 

assigned to the anchor (Goldstein, 2010), since it is used to calibrate the listeners to the 

scale (Zraick, & Liss, 2000). In this study, the value of the anchor was chosen as 

follows. Three experiences speech pathologists in resonance disorders have ranked all 

the stimuli from all speakers and the anchor sentence was chosen from the lower end of 

the range and was assigned the value of 30.   

Another set of sentences were selected for the training sessions. These 

sentences were selected from a set of speakers whose recordings were not included in 

the testing session stimuli. A total of 72 sentences were used; 30 sentences for the first 

training, 20 sentences for the second training, 12 sentences for the third training and 10 

sentences for the fourth training.  

All the speakers recorded for this study were screened for co-occurring speech 

problems along with hypernasality. Compensatory misarticulations were present in the 

speech of 10% of the speakers while 23% exhibited week pressure consonant 

production. Moreover, 26% of the speakers had a nasal air emission. The type of the 

nasal air emission (audible or non-audible) was not documented. As for voice disorders, 

only one speaker had a strained voice and the stimuli collected from this speaker were 

not included in the training or the testing stimuli. 
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Perceptual Experiment 

Training sessions 

Hypernasality is difficult to capture perceptually. In order to increase the reliability 

of the perceptual judgments, training was conducted for each listener. This training 

included both, a background on causes of hypernasality and practice in making 

perceptual judgments. The training was done in two steps and duration between any 

two steps did not exceed three to five days. The first training step included an 

introduction session where all participants attended a presentation on hypernasality. 

This presentation explained the anatomical structure of the vocal tract, velopharyngeal 

port function and disorders, and exemplars of resonance, articulation, and voice 

disorders were given. The presentation was followed by a question-and-answer session 

to clarify any remaining inquiries about the subject. After the introduction session, the 

second step was administered to train listeners on making perceptual judgments of 

hypernasality. To enhance accuracy, this training was presented in four steps in a 

hierarchy from simpler to more difficult tasks. The description of each step and 

instructions provided to the listeners to complete each task are described below.   

In part 1, listeners were asked to judge the presence or absence of hypernasality 

in a two-alternative forced choice task (Figure 4-1). Each of the stimuli selected for this 

task were presented 5 times in a random order. The session lasted about 20 minutes 

with one break at midpoint of testing. This part intended to focus the participant’s 

attention on detecting the presence or absence of a specific disorder, hypernasality.  

In part 2, the participants were asked to identify which problems were present in 

each of the sentences they heard. The choices for selection were, ‘hypernasality’, ‘nasal 

air emission’, ‘voice disorder’, ‘articulation error’, or any combination of these choices 
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(Figure 4-2). Because hypernasality is seldom present as an isolated problem in the 

speech of this population, this part of the training session was essential to attempt to 

increase listeners’ awareness of coexisting speech, voice, and resonance disorders. 

The session lasted 30 minutes. Following the session, a discussion of the speech 

samples in question took place to provide the participant with feedback on which 

disorder(s) were present in the speech samples.  

Part 3 used a paired comparison task and aimed to establish the ability to 

discriminate degrees of perceived hypernasality. Listeners where presented with two 

sentences, and were asked to select the one that sounded more hypernasal (Figure 4-

3). The testing lasted 40 minutes with three breaks, each break was offered after 10 

minutes of testing. Following the session, feedback on which sentence was more 

hypernasal was provided to the listener and discussed if further clarification was 

needed. 

Part 4 aimed at introducing the participant to the Direct Magnitude Estimation 

(DME) with an anchor rating task to judge hypernasality.  One anchor sample was 

selected to represent the lower end of hypernasality from the pool of sentences and was 

assigned a value of 30 in order to calibrate listeners to the scale. For each sentence 

presented for rating, the participant was asked to assign a number between 0 and 100. 

Where the lower end of the scale represents less hypernasality and the higher end of 

the scale represented severe hypernasality (Figure 4-4). All stimuli for this part of the 

training were judged of whether it was more hypernasal or less hypernasal than the 

anchor stimulus. Feedback of whether the listener have rated the target samples more 

than 30 (i.e. the sample sounded more hypernasal than the anchor) or less than 30 (i.e. 
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the sample sounded less hypernasal than the anchor) in comparison to the 

prejudgments were provided after the training.  

All the feedback provided to the listeners in all parts of the training was made 

based on judgments of three experienced speech-language pathologists from Jordan. 

They were all trained at the Center for Craniofacial Disorders at the Children’s 

Healthcare of Atlanta Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia. Moreover, they are all accredited 

speech-language pathologists by Operation Smile headquarters in Norfolk, Virginia to 

work with individuals with cleft lip and palate. All of them had at least 10 years of 

experience in this field.   

All training and testing sessions were performed at the University of Jordan.    

Listeners were seated comfortably in a sound-treated room and wore a pair of 

headphones. All stimuli were presented at a comfortable loudness level. Prior to testing, 

listeners were briefed on the nature of the experiment as well as the expectations from 

participation. Once any questions or concerns were addressed, both the participant and 

researcher signed the informed consent form. Although each training session targeted a 

specific task, instructions across training sessions were similar. The listener was asked 

to listen to the presented stimuli. While the stimulus is presented, the word “Listen” was 

visible on the GUI. Listeners were instructed not to respond until they listened to the 

whole sentence. To insure that no responses were made prior to listening to the 

complete sentence, the push buttons in training 1,2, and 3 and the insert box in training 

4 were not made available until after the sentence was presented and the word “Listen” 

disappeared. The requirement for each step was illustrated on the GUI. Figures 4-1 to 

4-4 show how each step’s main requirement was stated on top of the GUI’s panel. For 
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training 4, the phrase “Anchor is presented” was visible on the GUI while the Anchor 

sentence was being played. The insert box here was not yet activated. Following to the 

Anchor presentation, the word “Listen” appeared again while the stimulus was played. 

Similar to the last step, the insert box was still not active. After the presentation of the 

stimulus, a new phrase showed on the GUI “Insert a number below” which indicated that 

the insert box was active and the listener can respond. For training 1, 2 and 3, the 

listener was asked to click on the push button to respond. On the other hand, for 

training 4 the listener was asked to enter a number in the box and press “Enter” to move 

to the next stimulus presentation. 

All the training and testing sessions were conducted using custom designed 

graphical user interface (GUI) developed in MATLAB version 2012b.  The equipment 

used for the training was a Sony VAIO E series laptop, and Bose AE2 audio 

headphones (www.bose.com). The MATLAB GUI allows for better administration of the 

intended task for both the listener and the researcher. For example, for each of the four 

steps of training, the presentation of the stimulus and the documentation of the listener’s 

response were conducted automatically. Moreover, the listener was only required to 

click a button or enter a number to complete the task. The responses from each training 

session were automatically transferred and stored in an excel file, where each stimulus 

label and the corresponding listener’s response were kept in adjacent columns. One 

excel file was generated for each listener for each of the training sessions completed.   

Testing: 

Participants who passed a threshold of 90% correct responses on the four 

training sessions were chosen to complete the perceptual experiment. Within one week 

of completion of the training sessions, the testing session started.  This testing session’s 
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procedure was identical to the fourth part of the training session (hypernasality 

judgments using an anchored DME task). Each listener was asked to rate the 

hypernasality of the stimuli using DME with an anchor. Each stimulus was presented 5 

times in random order. The anchor was presented at the beginning of each testing 

session and after each 10 sentence ratings. The participants were tested for an hour 

each day, with a 2-minute break presented every 10 minutes of testing in expectation of 

maintaining an optimal level of attention and to minimize fatigue. The total testing time 

was between 3 hours and a half to 4 hours completed over 4 days. This listening 

experiment was approved by University of Florida IRB02 #2012-U-0833.  

Acoustic Analysis 

The acoustical analysis was performed using algorithms implemented in 

MATLAB version 2012b. Stimuli were first edited using a tool called Label Trainer, 

developed by Mark Skowronski, Ph.D. This tool was used to extract vowels from these 

sentences manually. A screen shot of this tool is shown in Figure 4-5. The tool gives the 

option of viewing the audio signal in the time domain as well as its spectrogram. The 

tool also allows for listening to selected portions of the signal to confirm the location of 

the vowel. Segmentation of mid vowel sections was done manually by examination of 

the spectrogram and the waveform as well as listening to the selected segments.  

For each of the extracted vowels, MATLAB version 2012b was used again to 

obtain the values needed to calculate the measure under investigation (A1-Pn). A Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis was performed and compared to the Linear Predictive 

Coding (LPC) envelop. Both the FFT and LPC were plotted on the same figure to allow 

easier selection of the desired values. The plot had frequency in Hz as the x-axis and 

amplitude in dB as the y-axis (Figure 4-6). The MATLAB GUI allows the selection of 
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several vector points, storing their (x,y) values in a matrix to be used in later analysis. 

The values that were obtained included first formant frequency (F1), amplitude (A1) and 

bandwidth (B1), second formant frequency (F2), amplitude (A2) and bandwidth (B2). 

Additionally, by following the spectral change in time it was possible to locate the 

frequency and amplitude of the extra resonance peak (Fn). It is important to mention 

that the frequencies of the first and second formants were measured on the highest 

harmonic in that vicinity. Similarly, the frequency of the extra peak was measured on the 

highest harmonic in a certain range of frequency for the expected extra peak location for 

each vowel as reported by Chen 1995. Figure 4-7, shows an example of the harmonics 

selected for each of F1, F2, and Fn. 

After obtaining these values, they were entered into a correction formula 

(Equation 4-1 and Equation 4-2) to acquire the normalized values of the extra peak 

accounting for the effect that the first and second formants have on the amplitude of the 

extra peak while adding an extra pole by recalculating the pole frequency taking into 

consideration the formant frequencies of each vowel type.  The measure in question, 

A1-Pn, was calculated using these obtained values.  

The effect of the first formant on the extra peak due to nasal coupling (T1) was 

calculated using equation 4-1, where F1 is the frequency of the first formant in Hz, B1 is 

the bandwidth of the first formant in dB, and Fn is the frequency of the extra peak in Hz. 

Similarly, the effect of the second formant component on the extra peak (T2) was 

calculated using equation 4-2, where F2 is the frequency of the second formant in Hz, 

and B2 is the bandwidth of the second formant in dB. The values of T1 and T2 were 
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then converted to dB. By replacing Pn with (Pn- T1dB- T2dB), the parameter A1-Pn was 

normalized according to the various locations of the formants. 

 

   
            

                                                      (4-1)        

 

   
            

                                                      (4-2) 

 
Challenges in obtaining A1-Pn: 

As explained earlier, hypernasality introduces extra nasal peaks to the spectrum 

as a result of an added pole-zero pair(s). Since the nasal pole could affect more than 

one harmonic (peak) at the same time, the effect of oral-nasal coupling could enhance 

more than one harmonic in different locations (Figure 4-8). In some cases this 

presented a challenge while obtaining the values needed to calculate A1-Pn. This issue 

was present in seven instances of the vowel /i:/, and three instances of the vowel /a:/. 

For these vowels, the magnitude of each peak was estimated by using the amplitude of 

the highest harmonic in the vicinity of the peak. 

A similar challenge is the fact that the extra nasal peak could occur at or affect a 

harmonic under the skirts of the first or second formants. This translates to a merger of 

the formant and the extra peak. This was observed as a widening of the F1 or F2 peak. 

In turn, this merger of the extra peak and the formant, makes it harder to pick a 

harmonic for both the nasal peak and the formant, since there is no prominent extra 

peak in this case.  Figures 4-9 and 4-10 are examples of this phenomenon. This case 
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was apparent in one instance of the vowel /i:/, one instance of the vowel /ɑ:/, and eight 

instances of the vowel /u:/. For these cases, the second harmonic after the first 

harmonic peak was chosen as the location of the extra peak for these vowels.  

A similar problem is when the extra peak is not obvious due to mild hypernasality 

(Figure 4-11). This was the case for five instances of the vowel /i:/, and three instances 

of the vowel /ɑ:/. For this reason, the selection of the harmonic closest to extra nasal 

peak presented an extra challenge when obtaining the values needed to calculate A1-

Pn. For the purposes of this study, although the exact location of the extra nasal peak 

was sometimes not prominent and sometimes not constant, the harmonic was selected 

according to the reported frequency location of the nasal peak for different vowels in the 

literature (Table 4-1).  

One observation that was made during the acoustic analysis of the stimuli is that 

the effect of the poles on the formants varies with different speakers and different 

contexts. In some cases, the extra peak pulls the formant down and in other cases it 

pushes it to a higher frequency. Figure 4-12 shows an example of a downward shift of 

the second formant for the vowel /i/.  

Statistical Analyses 

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version 21 (IBM 

Manufacturing). Inter-judge reliability was defined as the degree of consistency between 

average ratings of hypernasality severity between listeners for all the stimuli. Intra-judge 

reliability was defined as the degree of consistency within listeners between the five 

trials of hypernasality severity ratings for all the stimuli. 

A backward stepwise regression was conducted to test the effect of several 

variables on the perception of hypernasality. This analysis was chosen because it starts 
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with all candidate variables, testing the effect of deleting each variable using a chosen 

model comparison criterion (Iversen, & Gergen, 1997). This helps in testing what 

variables contribute to the overall usefulness of the model. The process of deleting 

variables is repeated until no further improvement is possible. Categorical independent 

variables could be directly entered as predictors in regression models (Allen, 1997). It is 

possible to include categorical independent variables in a regression analysis in the 

form of dummy variables (Allen, 1997). The only thing that needs to be taken into 

consideration is that when entered as predictors, interpretation of regression weights 

depends upon how the variable is coded. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, 

categorical independent variables were acceptable to be used in the regression 

analysis. 

In this study the construction of the backward stepwise regression model was as 

follows. The model was constructed in two blocks. All categorical independent variables 

(speaker group, vowel type, sentence type) were entered in the first block. The reason 

for that is that we want to make sure that all of these variables are taken into account 

before we test the effect of the main predictor (A1-Pn) on perceptual ratings of 

hypernasality. The second block in creating the model included the acoustic measure as 

a predictor (independent variable). By performing the two block design, it will be 

possible to test the effect of the acoustic measure A1-Pn on the dependent variable 

(perceptual ratings of hypernasality) after controlling for the other variables.  

The coding for the categorical independent variables was performed by assigning 

a number for each class of each variable. For speaker group, a child speaker was 

coded as 1, and adult female was coded as 2 and an adult male was coded as 3. 
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Similarly, for vowel type, low vowels were coded as 1 and high vowels were coded as 2. 

Finally, sentences types were coded as 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 to represent sentences 

composed mostly of stops, fricatives and affricates, glides and liquids, nasals, and a mix 

of oral and nasal sounds respectively.   

To further investigate the effect of different vowels on the perception of 

hypernasality, a simple linear regression was performed with A1-Pn values of each 

vowel (as an independent variable) and the perceptual ratings of hypernasality (as the 

dependent variable). The results of this analysis will be discussed in the next section. 

Results 

The average A1-Pn values for each vowel for each speaker group are shown in 

Table4-2 along with the average A1-Pn value across all speaker groups for each vowel. 

Further statistical analysis of A1-Pn for each speaker group was not conducted because 

the speakers of this study included one male adult subject.    

Statistical Findings 

Intra-judge and inter-judge reliability measures were analyzed for each listener, 

for each sentence. The average Pearson’s correlation for intra-judge reliability across 

the five trials was 0.78 (standard deviation: 0.10, range: 0.36-0.86). The five trials from 

each listener were averaged for each stimulus, which provided a reduction of the data to 

one average response from each listener for each of the stimuli. A matrix of concordant 

pairs using Spearman’s Rho correlation coefficient for the 10 raters produced significant 

inter-judge correlations (p < 0.01), with the exception of listeners 6 and 9 (p > 0.01).  

The first and last trials were averaged across listeners for each stimulus in order to 

analyze the effect of familiarity of the stimulus. The average absolute difference 

between the mean response across listeners for each stimulus from Trial 1 and Trial 5 
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was 4.72 with a standard deviation of 3.05 and ranging from a minimum absolute 

difference of zero and a maximum absolute difference of 14.4 (Figure 4-13). Average 

Pearson’s correlation comparing the average ratings of trials 1 and 5 was r=0.89 

(p<0.01).  

Figure 4-14 details how each listener used the scale. The box-and-whiskers plot 

shows the 25 percentile and 75 percentile DME ratings for each listener represented by 

the lower and top edges for each box, respectively. The whiskers show the most 

extreme largest and smallest data points within the critical interval. The critical interval 

length is defined as 1.5 times the distance between the 25/75 percentiles, extending 

upwards from the 75 percentile line and downwards from the 25 percentile line. The red 

line in the middle of the box represents the median and the plus signs represent the 

outliers. None of the listeners used the entire 0-100 range. Listener 5 mostly used the 

mid-range of the rating scale with a mean rating of 43.1. Most listeners have used a 

wider range of the scale when compared to subject 5. Nonetheless, the majority 

sustained a mid-range mean. 

All stimuli were coded by sentence type (stops, fricatives and affricates, glides 

and liquids, nasals, and a mix of nasal and oral consonants), vowel type (low and high), 

and speaker group (child, adult female, and adult male). Those variables were used in a 

backward stepwise multiple regression analysis to predict perceptual judgments using 

the acoustic measure A1-Pn. The correlations of the variables are shown in Table 4-3. 

As can be seen, all correlations except for the one between DME raw ratings and 

sentence type were statistically significant. 
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The prediction model contained three of the four predictors and was reached in 

two steps with only one variable removed (sentence type). The model was statistically 

significant, [F(3, 109) = 74.422, p < .001], and accounted for approximately 67% of the 

variance of DME ratings (R2 = 0.672, Adjusted R2 = 0.663). Hypernasality ratings were 

primarily predicted by the acoustic measure A1-Pn, and to a lesser extent by speaker 

group and vowel type. The raw and standardized regression coefficients of the 

predictors together with their correlations with hypernasality ratings, and their squared 

semi-partial correlations are shown in Table 4-4. A1-Pn received the strongest weight in 

the model followed by group and vowel type with lower weights respectively. The 

regression equation based on the coefficients of the regression for the entire data set is: 

y= 50.7 + -1.936 A1-Pn + 2.366 Group + 5.472 Vowel type             (4-3) 

The linear regression analyses performed for each vowel revealed significant 

negative correlations between the A1-Pn values and the perceptual ratings of 

hypernasality for all vowels except the vowel /u/. The correlations of the A1-Pn value 

with perceptual ratings for each vowel are reported in Table 4-5. The regression models 

for all of the vowels except /u/ predict the perceptual ratings of hypernasality 

significantly well. Table 4-5 shows the significance level for each regression model 

along with the model equation for each regression analysis performed for each vowel.  

Discussion 

The aim of this study was to determine if the proposed measure A1-Pn could 

explain the variability of hypernasality for the cleft palate population. Results indicate 

that A1-Pn has a high negative correlation with perceptual judgments of hypernasality. 

This suggests the usefulness of A1-Pn in explaining hypernasality perceptually. 
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The results of the current study indicated that all vowels had significant 

correlations between A1-Pn and perceptual judgments except for the vowel /u/. This 

result is consistent with the findings of Maeda (1982a) where the researcher 

investigated vowel nasalization by means of simulation of the vocal tract. The 

researcher synthesized different vowels with different degrees of nasal coupling to 

examine the perceived strength of nasalization. It was noted that the agreement 

between perceived nasalization and vowel spectra is more complicated with /u:/ than 

with /i:/ and /ɑ/. Although in his study, Maeda was looking at the distance between the 

first formant frequency and the frequency of the nasal peak, as opposed to the 

difference in amplitude of the two peaks, his results agree with the findings of the 

current study. There was a better correlation of the acoustic measure under 

investigation and nasalization perceptual judgments for all the vowels he examined 

except for the vowel /u:/. From his results, he reported that for the vowel /u/, perceptual 

judgments correlate with the acoustic measure in the case of a large oral-nasal 

coupling. This suggests that effect of oral-nasal coupling has a different effect on 

different vowels. Although /i:/ and /u:/ are high vowels, the backness of the vowels 

needs to be examined more closely in relation to the acoustic consequences of 

nasalization.  

One observation made while analyzing the stimuli of the current research, is that 

the process of obtaining the values needed to calculate the acoustic measure A1-Pn 

was more challenging for the vowel /u:/. The vowel /u:/ has a relatively lower F1 and F2. 

And the backness of the vowel influences the distance between F1 and F2 to be smaller 

when compared to the other high vowel /i:/. Since the nasalization consequence on the 
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vowel spectrum introduces an extra peak between F1 and F2, for vowel /u:/ a merger of 

the formant and the peak was noticed. As discussed in an earlier chapter, this has 

presented a challenge in locating the extra peak. This may have contributed to the low 

correlation between A1-Pn and the perceptual judgments of hypernasality for /u:/.     

The correlation between A1-Pn and perceptual judgments of hypernasality was 

significant for /i:/, /a:/, and /ɑ/. However, the correlation for the high vowel /i:/ was higher 

than the other two low vowels /a/ and /a:/. This result is in line with the findings of Chen 

(1995). She reported that the significant correlation between the acoustic measure and 

perceptual judgments was lower for these two vowels as compared to the other vowels 

she investigated in her study. This could be explained by the fact that low vowels need 

a bigger coupling than high vowels for a given nasality. Low vowels are perceived as 

nasal more often than high vowels (Ali, Gallagher, Goldstein, & Daniloff, 1971; Lintz and 

Sherman, 1961). This has been observed in studies that utilized natural speech. 

Moreover, studies utilizing synthetic stimuli suggest that a larger coupling of the oral and 

nasal cavities is needed for low vowels to be perceived as nasal as compared to high 

vowels (Abramson, Nye, Henderson, & Marshall, 1981; House and Stevens, 1956; & 

Maeda, 1982c). This could be due to the more closed oral cavity posture of high vowels 

as compared to low vowels. Hence, a smaller coupling of the oral and the nasal cavities 

is enough to make the vowel sound nasalized in the case of high vowels. 

The current study shows promising results of the acoustic measure A1-Pn in 

predicting hypernasality judgments perceptually. There was a high correlation for three 

of the four vowels examined in this study. Since the formant pattern is a main indicator 

for vowel perception, stimulating a harmonic around any of the first three formants will 
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have an influence on vowel identity. Although A1-Pn for the vowel /u:/ didn’t show high 

correlation with perceptual ratings of hypernasality, normalizing the values obtained for 

the extra peak according to the formula presented by Chen (1997) (Equations 4-1 and 

4-2) was useful in accounting for vowel type and for the effect of the F1 and F2 on the 

peak by recalculating the pole frequency taking into consideration the formant 

frequencies of each vowel type.  

For some vowels, obtaining the values to calculate A1-Pn was challenging. More 

specifically, in the case of mild hypernasality, it was difficult to locate the extra peak. In 

these cases, the spectral values obtained to calculate A1-Pn were based on the 

reported extra peak location of studies conducted using English stimuli. The stimuli of 

the current study were composed in Standard Arabic. However, formant frequency, 

amplitude, and bandwidth of Arabic vowels show a similar trend to the formants of 

mutual English vowels (Alghamedi, 1998). Chen (1995) studied the acoustic 

consequences of nasalized vowels in English and French. More specifically, the 

investigator reported comparable values of the acoustic measure A1-P0/A1-P1 when 

comparing oral vowels to their nasal counterparts. Language independence is a factor 

to be considered in this case. Identification of oral and nasal vowels is similar across 

languages; however, the discrimination of these vowels shows language-specific 

differences. There is an interaction between judgments and the phonological and 

phonetic nature of the stimuli presented to listeners of different native languages. These 

differences stem from the presence of phonemic nasal vowels in one’s language 

(Hoffman, Krakow, 1993). English and Arabic don’t include phonemically nasalized 

vowels. The shared vowels between the two languages are all produced orally in the 
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context of oral consonants. So in conclusion, since the formant pattern is similar for 

these vowels in English and Arabic, and since the same acoustic consequences of 

vowel nasalization are observed on vowels of different languages, it is safe to assume 

that the location of the extra peak reported in the literature on English language can be 

used for similar studies in Arabic.   

Excluding the sentence type from the regression model for not having a 

significant correlation with the dependent variable, hypernasality perceptual ratings, is in 

agreement with previous research by Watterson and colleagues (1998). They showed 

that there was no significant difference between low pressure and high pressure stimuli 

and nasality ratings. However, their study did not explain whether the stimuli in both 

categories were produced by the same speaker or not. Other studies have suggested 

different conclusions in this regard. Perceived vowel nasality could be influenced by the 

phonetic context in which the vowels occur. Lintz and Sherman (1961) showed that 

nasality was perceived less severe for syllables composed with a stop sounds than for 

syllables composed of fricatives. Moreover, Kawasaki (1986) reported that perceived 

nasality increased when adjacent nasal consonants were attenuated.   

The current study examined the acoustic consequences of vowel nasalization 

using natural sentence stimuli spoken by individuals with cleft palate. None of the 

previous research conducted in this area have utilized similar stimuli. In a study 

conducted by Chen (1997) to test the effectiveness of the acoustic measure A1-P0/A1-

P1 in assessing vowel nasalization, she investigated vowels in word stimuli of English 

examining minimal pairs composed of vowels between an oral consonant /b/ and same 

vowels between the nasal consonant /m/. The study also examined syllables of French 
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where the vowel is phonemically nasalized by comparing the more nasalized portions of 

the vowel to the less nasalized portions. Despite this difference in stimuli length, Chen’s 

study shows an agreement with the results of the current experiment in the usefulness 

of A1-Pn in explaining the variability in hypernasality. As described earlier in this 

document and as noted by previous studies exploring this acoustic measure, the value 

of A1-Pn increases as the perceived hypernasality decreases.  

Although both the current study and Chen’s study (1995) have reached similar 

results by exploring the same acoustic measure, it is important to note that the length of 

the stimuli affects the reliability of hypernasality judgments. For speech stimuli reflecting 

hypernasality, reliability of ratings increases with longer stimuli. Reliable perceptual 

ratings of hypernasality can be obtained using stimuli as short as a six-syllable 

sentence. However, shorter stimuli such as isolated vowels or two-syllable words will 

not achieve high criterion validity and could not be used to obtain valid estimates of 

hypernasality (Watterson, Lewis, & Foley-Homan, 1999). A previous study examining 

acoustic correlates of hypernasality show that their acoustic measure, one-third octave 

analysis, doesn’t provide an explanation of different hypernasality degrees when looking 

at isolated vowels (/i:/, /a:/) as opposed to examining the same vowels in CVC words 

(Kataoka, Michi, Okabe, Mirura, & Yoshida, 1996).  

Since the reliability of the perceptual judgments of hypernasality increase with 

longer stimuli of this study has utilized sentence stimuli. However, challenges in 

obtaining this type of longer stimuli have risen. One challenge that was faced while 

collecting sentences for this study was the fact that younger subjects had difficulty 

producing the whole stimuli and sometimes were noncompliant. Similar incidents have 
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been reported by other researchers (Watterson, Lewis, & Foley-Homan, 1999). Another 

complication induced by the longer stimulus, is the additional speech and voice 

problems that were present in the speech of the speakers. When we assess vowels, the 

interaction of the acoustic signal and the vocal tract is somewhat minimal, as the 

amount of constriction created by the articulators is small. An unrepaired cleft palate 

hinders a person’s speech to be more difficult to judge only in terms of hypernasality. 

The compensatory misarticulations and the nasal air emission could influence the 

rater’s ability to judge hypernasality in isolation (Bzoch, 2004).  Articulatory precision 

affects the perception of hypernasality, in particular for untrained listeners. Therefore, a 

training protocol to increase the listener’s awareness of co-occurring speech problems 

with hypernasality was administered for each listener to comply with the reported 

findings in the literature that reliability of perceptual judgments of hypernasality 

increases with listener experience (Lewis, Watterson, & Houghton, 2003).  

In addition to the co-occurring speech problems in the speech of this population, 

another challenge arises from the difficulty in capturing hypernasality perceptually. To 

address this problem, a training protocol for the listeners to practice making perceptual 

judgments was administered. As compared to the results of the study in Chapter 3, the 

training protocol could have contributed to higher reliability in the perceptual ratings of 

hypernasality.  

None of the previous studies conducted to investigate vowel nasalization 

acoustically examined vowel nasalization introduced by a functional or structural cause 

of hypernasality. In this study sentences produced by individuals with cleft palate were 

utilized. Other studies utilized minimal pairs of English vowels in CVC words with their 
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nasal counterparts (Chen, 1995). Another study conducted by the same researcher 

examined vowel nasalization in phonemically nasalized vowels in French. Another 

attempt was conducted by Lee et al. (2006) to test the effectiveness of the VHLR 

(discussed in chapter 3) in detecting hypernasality by studying the sustained vowel /a:/ 

and a simulated nasalized /a:/ produced by normal speakers. Although their studies 

show that as nasalization of the vowel increases the VLHR index increases, perceptual 

studies using this measure showed no significant difference between hypernasal and 

normal speech (Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & Kilpatrick, 2009).      

Pruthi (2007) suggested that the same acoustic parameters can be used to 

capture both phonemic and phonetic nasalization. One difference between phonemic 

and phonetic nasalization is that the duration of nasalization is much longer when 

vowels are phonemically nasalized as compared to vowels that are phonetically 

nasalized. This fact is supported by the work of Delattre and Monnot (1968). 

Phonemically nasalized vowels are more nasalized than vowels occurring adjacent to 

nasal consonants. This is due to the longer lowering of the velum for the phonemically 

nasalized vowels when compared to phonetically nasalized vowels (Pruthi, 2007). 

Although the oral-nasal coupling acoustic effects are similar in both types, there is a 

difference in the amount of spectral change between the two types (Chen, 1995). It is 

also observed that even in the case of phonemic vowel nasalization, the onset of the 

vowel is less nasalized than the mid and end portion of the vowel (Chen, 1997).  The 

acoustic characteristics of nasalization are more strongly expressed in terms of degree 

and duration for phonemically nasalized vowels (Pruthi, 2007). In the case of vowel 

nasalization stemming from functional or structural causes, the oral-nasal coupling is 
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almost always constant throughout the production of the whole speech sample. While in 

the case of phonemic and phonetic vowel nasalization the velum lowering occurs for a 

portion of the vowel. Although the view expressed by Dickson (1962) and Pruthi (2007) 

suggests that the acoustic cues are the same irrespective of the category of nasality, it 

is important to take into consideration that when investigating vowel nasalization, the 

cause of nasalization may introduce some differences in the magnitude of the spectral 

change of the vowel.  

Figure 4-14 details how each listener used the scale. None of the listeners used 

the entire 0-100 range of the scale. Listener 5 mostly used the mid-range of the rating 

scale with a mean rating of 43.1 and a range of 30 to 52.8. This narrow range suggests 

that listener 5 rated the stimuli with a limited degree of hypernasality. Most listeners 

have used a wider range of the scale when compared to subject 5. Nonetheless, the 

majority sustained a mid-range mean. 

In spite of the moderate magnitude of the inter-rater reliability in the study, the 

correlation between the ratings of all listeners was significant except for listeners 6 and 

9. This indicates that listeners have rated the stimuli in a similar ranking regardless of 

the value they assigned for each stimulus on the DME scale.        

To take a closer look on the way the listeners have rated the stimuli on the five 

times the sentences was presented, trials 1 and 5 for each stimulus were averaged for 

all listeners and the correlation between the two trials was calculated. The high 

correlation coefficient (r=0.89) indicates that there was no learning effect for rating the 

stimuli. The average absolute difference between the mean response across listeners 

for each stimulus from trial 1 and trial 5 was as low as 4.72. 
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Studies conducted to quantify hypernasality acoustically have been limited. Both 

attempts using one third octave analysis and the VHLR technique didn’t achieve high 

correlations with perceptual judgments of vowel nasalization. Studies conducted to 

detect vowel nasalization using VLHR show that as nasalization of the vowel increases 

the VLHR index increases. However, perceptual studies using this measure showed no 

significant difference between hypernasal and normal speech (Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & 

Kilpatrick, 2009). On the other hand, one-third octave analysis achieved a modest level 

of agreement with the perceptual assessments (Vogel, Ibrahim, Reilly, & Kilpatrick, 

2009), nonetheless, A1-Pn achieved higher correlation with perceptual judgments of 

hypernasality in the current study. One third octave analysis provides comparisons of 

spectral profiles of speech of individuals with hypernasality and normal controls. As 

opposed to A1-Pn, this method doesn’t provide a single value to be correlated to 

perceptual judgments. The use of this method requires the comparison of two different 

speech samples by examining the bands in their spectrum. Studies conducted using 

this technique show that it doesn’t provide an explanation of different hypernasality 

degrees when looking at isolated vowels (/i:/, /a:/) (Kataoka, Michi, Okabe, Mirura, & 

Yoshida, 1996). A1-Pn succeeded in explaining the variability of hypernasality across 

three of the four examined vowels in this study (/a:/, /ɑ:/, and /i:/).  

The studies conducted to investigate the acoustic consequences of hypernasality 

mainly examined changes to the power spectrum in low frequencies. Similarly the 

current research assessed the effect of hypernasality in the lower frequencies. A1-Pn, 

spectral flatness and F1 prominence are in general vowel independent acoustic cues of 

hypernasality. But yet they don’t explain 100% of the variance in the perceptual 
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judgments of hypernasality. A1-Pn accounted for 58% of the variance in perceptual 

judgments after controlling for the other variables. Moreover, A1-Pn didn’t explain the 

degrees of hypernasality for the high back vowel /u:/. The acoustic effects of the nasal 

coupling are vowel dependent with respect to the judgment of the presence and degree 

of nasalization. Observing changes at higher frequency ranges and including them in 

the assessment tool might lead to a better measure that is vowel independent and 

accounts for more of the variance in hypernasality. It might aid in finding a common 

factor of nasalization on different vowels that can prove a better cue that signals vowel 

nasalization.  

 
 
Figure 4-1. GUI for training 1.  
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Figure 4-2. GUI for training 2.  

 

Figure 4-3. GUI for training 3.  
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Figure 4-4. GUI for training 4.  

 

 

Figure 4-5. Label Trainer GUI.  
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Figure 4-6. FFT power spectrum and LPC envelop.  

 

 
 
Figure 4-7. An example of the harmonics picked for F1, Fn, and F2. 
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Figure 4-8. An example of multiple harmonics affected by the extra pole-zero pair(s) 
(indicated by the two black arrows). 

 

 

Figure 4-9. A spectral envelop showing a blend of F1 and Fn. 
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Figure 4-10. A spectral envelop showing a blend of F1, Fn, and F2.  

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 4-11. An example of a spectral envelop where the extra peak could not be 

identified clearly. 
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Table 4-1. Average frequencies of the nasal peaks as reported by Chen (1997). The 

“average” indicates average across vowel types. FP0 and FP1 are the 
frequencies of the nasals peaks.  

Vowel FP0 (Hz) FP1 (Hz) 

/i/ …….. 964 
/u/ 206 1032 
/æ/ 212 924 
/ɑ/ 217 953 

 

 

 
 
Figure 4-12. An example of formant location shift caused by the introduction of an extra 

pole-zero pair due to hypernasality. 
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Table 4-2. Average A1-Pn values in dB for each vowel for each speaker group.   

Vowel Child Adult Female Adult Male Average across Speaker groups 

a: 4.34 4.92 7.38 5.55 
ɑ: 3.62 3.70 3.04 3.45 
i: 7.93 2.28 9.55 6.58 
u: 8.11 6.32 13.31 7.22 

 

 
 
Figure 4-13. Raw DME Intelligibility judgments of Trial 1 and Trial 5, ordered from least 

to greatest score on Trial 1. (r=0.89, p<0.01) 
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Figure 4-14. Listeners’ Use of the Rating Scale. The 25 percentile (lower edge of box), 

and 75 percentile (upper edge of box) hypernasality ratings for each listener. 

 
 

 
Table 4-3. Correlations of the Variables in the Regression Analysis. 

Variable A1-Pn Group Vowel type Sentence Type 

Hypernasality Ratings -0.765* 0.266* 0.172** 0.058 
A1-Pn -- -0.142 0.116 -0.077 
Group  -- 0.086 0.087 
Vowel type   -- -0.01 
Sentence Type    -- 
* p<.01. 
** p<.05. 
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Table 4-4. Backward Stepwise Regression Results. 

Model b SE-b Beta Pearson r Sr2 

Constant 50.705 2.165    
A1-Pn* -1.936 0.14 -0.775 -0.765 0.58 
Group 2.366 0.982 0.134 0.266 0.02 
Vowel type* 5.472 1.214 0.25 0.172 0.06 
Note: The dependent variable was Hypernasality ratings, R2= 0.672, Adjusted R2= 0.663. 
Sr

2
 is the squared semi-partial correlation. 

* p<.05. 

 

Table 4-5. Linear Regression Results for Each Vowel. 

Vowel Correlation Model significance Model Equation 

/a:/ -0.550 ** 0.000 y=56.931-(1.291)A1-Pn 
/ɑ:/ -0.747** 0.002 y=56.321-(2.159)A1-Pn 
/i:/ -0.890** 0.000 y=67.435-(2.181)A1-Pn 
/u:/ -0.257 0.743 y=66.36-(1.549)A1-Pn 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 

Summary of Findings 

The work described in this dissertation focused on assessing the validity of the 

acoustic measure A1-Pn in predicting perceptual judgments of hypernasality. The 

difference between the amplitude of the first formant and the amplitude of an extra peak 

(A1-Pn) is shown to be a promising measure of hypernasality.  

The acoustic measure A1-Pn accounted for 76% of the variance in perceptual 

judgments of hypernasality. The significant correlation between A1-Pn was evident for 

three of the four vowels examined in this study (a:/, /ɑ:/, and /i:/). Although a correction 

formula was used to account for the effect of the first and second formants on the extra 

peak, A1-Pn was not able to explain the variability in nasality judgments for the vowel 

/u:/.  

The study in chapter 3 suggests that the extra pole location can influence the 

perception of nasality on vowels, while the extra peak’s amplitude variation didn’t have 

an effect on the perception of hypernasality. However, the range of the intensities of the 

extra peak should be expanded to include lower and higher variations. Since A1-Pn has 

shown effectiveness in detecting hypernasality, the magnitude of change in the 

difference between A1 and Pn should be more closely examined. 

This research focused on changes induced by hypernasality on the vowel 

spectrum by examining the lower frequency ranges. Similar extra peaks have been 

reported to manifest in higher frequencies (Hoffman, Krakow, 1993). Those changes in 

the high frequency regions should be explored.  
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 General Limitations 

Limitations of this research lie in the reflected range of hypernasality stimuli 

presented in both studies. A wider range of the degrees of hypernasality is essential for 

investigating the acoustic properties of this resonant quality. One other limitation related 

to the stimuli collected is that in the two missions targeted, there was only one adult 

male who reflected hypernasality among all the speakers included in this study. To 

better explore the effect of gender induced characteristics on the acoustic measure of 

hypernasality, a comprehensive sample of male and female recordings is warranted.   

The unique thing about hypernasality is that the changes it induces on the power 

spectrum could not always be detected. For example, an extra pole-zero pair could 

translate to an extra peak that can be observed on the spectral envelop. However, 

location of zeros that occur is hard to be identified. It is not usually apparent on the 

spectrum where that zero have landed and what ranges of frequencies it affected.  

Since the stimuli of the study in chapter four has been collected by targeting 

medical missions that lasts for a week each time, the recordings collected depended 

highly on the number and nature of patients showing up in each mission. A wider range 

of hypernasality and a more comprehensive sample set could be obtained by 

establishing a wide database of recordings of cleft palate speech in general and 

hypernasal speech in particular. 

Future Directions 

The long term goal of this research is to develop a model to predict the degree of 

hypernasality in speech.  This will have a direct impact on creating better tools for 

assessment and rehabilitation of patients with velopharyngeal inadequacy. 
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Although using natural speech to detect hypernasality is important, a synthesized 

stimulus approach helps in controlling the degree of change in the acoustic cue in 

question. So with the intention of scaling hypernasality, synthesized speech samples 

might serve this purpose while taking into consideration the appropriate length of stimuli 

needed for this purpose. For future research, synthesis of a broader range of stimuli 

might have a closer estimation of nasal voices. In specific, manipulating acoustic 

features such as fundamental frequency and intensity should be more investigated.  

The investigation of A1-Pn to predict velopharyngeal coupling size would be 

useful in a clinical setting. Moreover, this measure may be useful in clinical applications 

which require quantification of hypernasality for patients with velopharyngeal 

insufficiency and cleft palate.  

Another future task is to automate the measurement of this acoustic measure. 

This requires consistent detection of the values used to calculate this measure. A 

formant tracker is needed to detect the formants. The extra peak needs to be detected 

around 950 Hz for high vowels and around the highest harmonic in low frequencies for 

low vowels.  

The investigation of more than one peak for the same vowel would improve the 

validity of this measure. The collective effect of all the extra peaks induced should be 

further investigated in an attempt to account for all the changes in the power spectrum 

for the nasalized vowel. Moreover, as shown from previous research, as the distance 

between the introduced pole and zero increases, the more prominent the peak is (Chen, 

1995). This in turn might excite more than one harmonic. The change in all the excited 

harmonics due to the extra peak introduced should be further investigated as well. One 
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proposed suggestion to account for this could be the study of the distribution of energy 

in frequency bands as opposed to looking at single harmonics.  

Research in the field of hypernasality has evolved from qualitative to quantitative 

measures. Nonetheless, a good acoustic correlate of hypernasality is still in early 

stages. Previous work as well as this work investigated a single acoustic parameter of 

hypernasality. More analysis is needed to find a set of measures that can collectively 

predict perceptual judgments of hypernasality. 
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APPENDIX 
LIST OF SENTENCES AND THEIR PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTION. 

Sentence 
No. 

Sentence Phonetic Transcription 

 Stops  

 /ba:da fatħat ʔalba:b / بادة فتحت الباب 1

الكبير الكبير بيت ال 2  /ʔilbi:t ʔilkbi:r ʔilkbi:r/ 

الكبيرة  قليت البيضة  3  /qɑli:t ʔilbi:dɑ ʔilkbi:reh/ 

بتاكل البطة  4  /ʔalbatta bta:kul/ 

عبوتوبدور توتو 5  /tu:tu: bidu:r ʕabu:tu:/ 

 /laʕibat ʔalfata:h dawra ʔalka:tibah/ لعبت الفتاة دور الكاتبة 6

 /:du:du: biddu katku:tu/ كتكوتو بدو دودو 7

القطار قاد بابا  8  /qɑ:da bɑ:bɑ: ʔalqitɑ:r/ 

بالغابة الطابة  9  /ʔɑttɑ:bɑ bilʁɑ:bɑ/ 

 Fricatives and Affricates  

عالسور الغرغور  10  /ʔilʁarʁu:r ʕassu:r/ 

الصوف الشول على  11  /ʔilʃu:l ʕassu:f/ 

كثيرخفيف سعيد  12  /saʕi:d χafi:f kθi:r/ 

زوار الدار  13  /da:r ʔilzuwwa:r/ 

الساحة سار فدا في  14  /sa:ra fida: fissa:ħah/ 

بديع الربيع فصل  15  /fasilirrabi:ʕ badi:ʕ/ 

الحذاء عمرواستعار 16   /ʔistaʕa:ra ʕamr ʔalħiða:ʔ/ 

ثقيل الفيل  17  /ʔilfi:l θaqi:l/ 

مغفور سرور ذنبه  18  /suru:r ðanbuhu maʁfu:r/ 

الطيور من  لعصفورا 19  /ʔalʕasfu:r minattuju:r/ 

 Liquids and Glides  

يحيىا يا هيا هي 20  /hajja: hajja ja: jaħja/ 

لولو هي اليويو 21  /hajjil ju:ju: lu:lu:/ 

 Nasal Consonants  

مجنون ميمون  22  /majmu:nun maʒnu:nun/ 

ملعون شيطون  23  /ʃajtu:nun malʕu:nun/ 

عمان انا من  24  /ʔana: min ʕamma:n/ 

 /madi:nat ʔalχali:l ʤami:lah/ مدينة الخليل جميلة 25

بالمنارة منال تعمل  26  /mana:l taʕmal bilmana:rah/ 

نامت سلمى  27  /salma: na:mat/ 

أحمر البندورة لونها  28  /ʔalbandu:rah lu:nuha ʔaħmar/ 

مجهولون المعلمون جنود  29  /ʔlmuʕallimu:n ʤunu:dun maʤhu:lu:n/ 

 Mix of Nasal and Oral Consonants  

لموسيقى لميرة تستمع  30  /mi:rah tastamiʕ lilmusi:qa/ 

األعالم الفنان يلون  31  /ʔalfanna:n julawwin ʔalʔaʕla:m/  

بالفيوم الغيوم  32  /ʔalʁuju:m bilfajju:m/ 

الماء رسمت حنان بألوان  33  /rasamat ħana:n biʔalwa:n ʔalma:ʔ/ 

ماما بحب  انا 34  /ʔɑ:nnɑ: bħib mɑ:mɑ:/ 

 /χalaqa ʔalla:h ʔalʔinsa:n walħajawa:n/  خلق هللا اإلنسان والحيوان 35

 /ʔatti:n mufi:d laði:ð/ التين مفيد لذيذ 36

 /ba:na taʔkul ʃumma:m/  شمامبانا  تأكل 37

القارب قام قاسم من  38  /qɑ:mɑ qɑ:sim minalqɑ:rɑb/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_uvular_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_non-sibilant_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharyngealization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_dental_non-sibilant_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharyngealization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_uvular_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_uvular_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_pharyngeal_fricative
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharyngealization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharyngealization
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